Imam Sajjad as 's Supplication in Bidding Farewell to the Month of Ramadan (Supplication  45)
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In the name of Allah, the Beneficent the Merciful,

O God,
O He who desires no repayment!
O He who shows no remorse at bestowal!
O He who rewards not His servant tit for tat!
Thy kindness is a new beginning,
Thy pardon gratuitous bounty,181
Thy punishment justice,
Thy decree a choice for the best!
If Thou bestowest,
Thou stainest not Thy bestowal with obligation,
and if Thou withholdest,
Thou withholdest not in transgression.
Thou showest gratitude to him who thanks Thee,
while Thou hast inspired him to thank Thee.
Thou rewardest him who praises Thee,
while though Thou hast taught him Thy praise.
Thou coverest him whom,
if Thou willed,
Thou wouldst expose,
and Thou art generous toward him from whom,
if Thou willed,
Thou wouldst withhold.
Both are worthy of Thy exposure and withholding,
but Thou hast
founded Thy acts upon gratuitous bounty,
channelled Thy power into forbearance,
received him who disobeyed Thee with clemency,
and disregarded him who intended wrongdoing against himself.
Thou awaitest their turning back without haste
and refrainest from rushing them toward repentance,
so that the perisher among them may not perish
because of Thee
and the wretched may not be wretched through
Thy favour,
but only after Thy prolonged excusing him
and successive arguments against him,
as an act of generosity through Thy pardon, O Generous,
and an act of kindliness through Thy tenderness, O Clement!
It is Thou who hast opened for Thy servants
a door to Thy pardon,
which Thou hast named 'repentance'.
Thou hast placed upon that door
a pointer from Thy revelation,
lest they stray from it:
Thou hast said (blessed are Thy names),
Repent toward God with unswerving repentance!
It may be that Thy Lord will acquit of your evil deeds
and will admit you into gardens
beneath which rivers flow,

and an act of kindliness through Thy tenderness, O Clement!
It is Thou who hast opened for Thy servants
a door to Thy pardon,
which Thou hast named 'repentance'.
Thou hast placed upon that door
a pointer from Thy revelation,
lest they stray from it:
Thou hast said (blessed are Thy names),
Repent toward God with unswerving repentance!
It may be that Thy Lord will acquit of your evil deeds
and will admit you into gardens
beneath which rivers flow,
upon the day when God will not degrade the Prophet
and those who have faith along with him,
their light running before them
and on their right hands,
and they say:
'Our Lord, complete for us our light, and forgive us!
Surely Thou art powerful over everything.'182
What is the excuse
of him who remains heedless of entering that house
after the opening of the door
and the setting up of the pointer?
It is Thou who hast raised the price against Thyself
to the advantage of Thy servants,
desiring their profit in their trade with Thee,
their triumph through reaching Thee,
and their increase on account of Thee,
for Thou hast said
(blessed is Thy Name and high art Thou exalted),
Whoso brings a good deed
shall have ten the like of it,
and whoso brings an evil deed
shall only be recompensed the like of it.183
Thou hast said,
The likeness of those who expend their wealth
in the way of God
is as the likeness of a grain of corn
that sprouts seven ears,
in every ear a hundred grains;
so God multiplies unto whom He wills.184
Thou hast said,
Who is he that will lend to God a good loan,
and He will multiply it for him manifold?185
And Thou hast sent down in the Qur'an
similar verses on the multiplying of good deeds.
It is Thou who hast pointed them
through Thy speech from Thy Unseen
and Thy encouragement in which lies their good fortune
toward that which
 hadst Thou covered it from them 
their eyes would not have perceived,
their ears would not have heard,
and their imaginations would not have grasped,
for Thou hast said,
Remember Me
and I will remember you
be thankful to Me,
and be you not thankless towards Me!186
Thou hast said,
If you are thankful,
surely I will increase you,
but if you are thankless,
My chastisement is surely terrible;187
And Thou hast said,
Supplicate Me
and I will respond to you,
surely those who wax too proud to worship Me
shall enter Gehenna utterly abject.188
Hence Thou hast named supplicating Thee 'worship'
and refraining from it 'waxing proud',
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their ears would not have heard,
and their imaginations would not have grasped,
for Thou hast said,
Remember Me
and I will remember you
be thankful to Me,
and be you not thankless towards Me!186
Thou hast said,
If you are thankful,
surely I will increase you,
but if you are thankless,
My chastisement is surely terrible;187
And Thou hast said,
Supplicate Me
and I will respond to you,
surely those who wax too proud to worship Me
shall enter Gehenna utterly abject.188
Hence Thou hast named supplicating Thee 'worship'
and refraining from it 'waxing proud',
and Thou hast threatened that the refraining from it
would yield entrance into Gehenna in utter abjection.
So they remember Thee for Thy kindness,
they thank Thee for Thy bounty,
they supplicate Thee by Thy command,
and they donate for Thee
in order to seek Thy increase;
in all this lies their deliverance from Thy wrath
and their triumph through Thy good pleasure.
Were any creature himself to direct another creature
to the like of that to which
Thou Thyself hast directed Thy servants,
he would be described by beneficence,
qualified by kindness,
and praised by every tongue.
So to Thee belongs praise
as long as there is found a way to praise Thee
and as long as there remains for praising
words by which Thou may be praised
and meanings which may be spent in praise!
O He who shows Himself praiseworthy to His servants
through beneficence and bounty,
flooding them with kindness and graciousness!
How much Thy favour has been spread about among us,
Thy kindness lavished upon us,
and Thy goodness singled out for us!
Thou hast guided us to
Thy religion which Thou hast chosen,
Thy creed with which Thou art pleased,
and Thy path which Thou hast made smooth,
and Thou hast shown us proximity to Thee
and arrival at Thy generosity!
O God,
among the choicest of those duties
and the most special of those obligations
Thou hast appointed the month of Ramadan,
which Thou hast singled out from other months,
chosen from among all periods and eras,
and preferred over all times of the year
through the Qur'an and the Light
which Thou sent down within it,
the faith
which Thou multiplied by means of it,
the fasting

O He who shows Himself praiseworthy to His servants
through beneficence and bounty,
flooding them with kindness and graciousness!
How much Thy favour has been spread about among us,
Thy kindness lavished upon us,
and Thy goodness singled out for us!
Thou hast guided us to
Thy religion which Thou hast chosen,
Thy creed with which Thou art pleased,
and Thy path which Thou hast made smooth,
and Thou hast shown us proximity to Thee
and arrival at Thy generosity!
O God,
among the choicest of those duties
and the most special of those obligations
Thou hast appointed the month of Ramadan,
which Thou hast singled out from other months,
chosen from among all periods and eras,
and preferred over all times of the year
through the Qur'an and the Light
which Thou sent down within it,
the faith
which Thou multiplied by means of it,
the fasting
which Thou obligated therein,
the standing in prayer
which Thou encouraged at its time,
and the Night of Decree
which Thou magnified therein,
the night which is better than a thousand months.189
Through it Thou hast preferred us
over the other communities
and through its excellence Thou hast chosen us
to the exclusion of the people of the creeds.
We fasted by Thy command in its daylight,
we stood in prayer with Thy help in its night,
presenting ourselves by its fasting and its standing
to the mercy which Thou hast held up before us,
and we found through it the means to Thy reward.
And Thou art full of what is sought from Thee,
munificent with what is asked of Thy bounty,
and near to him who strives for Thy nearness.
This month stood among us
in a standing place of praise,
accompanied us
with the companionship of one approved,
and profited us
with the most excellent profit of the world's creatures.
Then it parted from us at the completion of its time,
the end of its term,
and the fulfilment of its number.
So we bid farewell to it with the farewell of one
whose parting pains us,
whose leaving fills us with gloom and loneliness,
and to whom we have come to owe
a safeguarded claim,
an observed inviolability,
and a discharged right.
We say:
Peace be upon thee,
O greatest month of God!
O festival of His friends!
Peace be upon thee,
O most noble of accompanying times!
O best of months in days and hours!
Peace be upon thee,
month in which
expectations come near
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with the companionship of one approved,
and profited us
with the most excellent profit of the world's creatures.
Then it parted from us at the completion of its time,
the end of its term,
and the fulfilment of its number.
So we bid farewell to it with the farewell of one
whose parting pains us,
whose leaving fills us with gloom and loneliness,
and to whom we have come to owe
a safeguarded claim,
an observed inviolability,
and a discharged right.
We say:
Peace be upon thee,
O greatest month of God!
O festival of His friends!
Peace be upon thee,
O most noble of accompanying times!
O best of months in days and hours!
Peace be upon thee,
month in which
expectations come near
and good works are scattered about!
Peace be upon thee,
comrade
who is great in worth when found
and who torments through absence when lost,
anticipated friend
whose parting gives pain!
Peace be upon thee,
familiar
who brought comfort in coming,
thus making happy,
who left loneliness in going,
thus giving anguish!
Peace be upon thee,
neighbour in whom
hearts became tender
and sins became few!
Peace be upon thee,
helper
who aided against Satan,
companion
who made easy the paths of gooddoing!
Peace be upon thee 
How many became freedmen of God within thee!
How happy those who observed the respect due to thee!
Peace be upon thee 
How many the sins thou erased!
How many the kinds of faults thou covered over!
Peace be upon thee 
How drawn out wert thou for the sinners!
How awesome wert thou in the hearts of the faithful!
Peace be upon thee,
month with which no days compete!
Peace be upon thee,
month which is peace in all affairs!
Peace be upon thee,
thou whose companionship is not disliked,
thou whose friendly mixing is not blamed!
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Peace be upon thee 
How many became freedmen of God within thee!
How happy those who observed the respect due to thee!
Peace be upon thee 
How many the sins thou erased!
How many the kinds of faults thou covered over!
Peace be upon thee 
How drawn out wert thou for the sinners!
How awesome wert thou in the hearts of the faithful!
Peace be upon thee,
month with which no days compete!
Peace be upon thee,
month which is peace in all affairs!
Peace be upon thee,
thou whose companionship is not disliked,
thou whose friendly mixing is not blamed!
Peace be upon thee,
just as thou hast entered upon us with blessings
and cleansed us of the defilement of offenses!
Peace be upon thee 
Thou art not bid farewell in annoyance
nor is thy fasting left in weariness!
Peace be upon thee,
object of seeking before thy time,
object of sorrow before thy passing!
Peace be upon thee 
How much evil was turned away from us through thee!
How much good flowed upon us because of thee!
Peace be upon thee
and upon the Night of Decree
which is better than a thousand months!190
Peace be upon thee 
How much we craved thee yesterday!
How intensely we shall yearn for thee tomorrow!
Peace be upon thee
and upon thy bounty
which has now been made unlawful to us
and upon thy blessings gone by
which have now been stripped away from us!
O God,
we are the people of this month.
Through it Thou hast ennobled us
and given us success
because of Thy kindness,
while the wretched are ignorant of its time.
Made unlawful to them is its bounty
because of their wretchedness.
Thou art the patron
of the knowledge of it by which Thou hast preferred us,
and its prescribed practices to which Thou hast guided us.
We have undertaken, through Thy giving success,
its fasting and its standing in prayer,
but with shortcomings,
and we have performed little of much.
O God,
so to Thee belongs praise,
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O God,
we are the people of this month.
Through it Thou hast ennobled us
and given us success
because of Thy kindness,
while the wretched are ignorant of its time.
Made unlawful to them is its bounty
because of their wretchedness.
Thou art the patron
of the knowledge of it by which Thou hast preferred us,
and its prescribed practices to which Thou hast guided us.
We have undertaken, through Thy giving success,
its fasting and its standing in prayer,
but with shortcomings,
and we have performed little of much.
O God,
so to Thee belongs praise,
in admission of evil doing
and confession of negligence,
and to Thee belongs
remorse firmly knitted in our hearts
and seeking of pardon sincerely uttered by our tongues.
Reward us,
in spite of the neglect that befell us in this month,
with a reward through which
we may reach the bounty desired from it
and win the varieties of its craved stores!
Make incumbent upon us Thy pardon
for our falling short of Thy right in this month
and make our lives which lie before us
reach the coming month of Ramadan!
Once Thou hast made us reach it,
help us perform the worship of which Thou art worthy,
cause us to undertake the obedience which Thou deservest,
and grant us righteous works
that we may fulfil Thy right
in these two months of the months of time.191
O God,
as for the small and large sins
which we have committed in this our month,
the misdeeds into which we have fallen,
and the offenses which we have earned
purposefully or in forgetfulness,
wronging ourselves thereby
or violating the respect due to others,
bless Muhammad and his Household,
cover us over with Thy covering,
pardon us through Thy pardoning,
place us not before the eyes of the gloaters because of that,
stretch not toward us the tongues of the defamers,
and employ us in that which will alleviate and expiate
whatever Thou disapprovest from us within it
through Thy clemency which does not run out,
and Thy bounty which does not diminish!
O God,
bless Muhammad and his Household,
redress our being afflicted by our month,192
bless us in this day of our festival and our fastbreaking,
make it one of the best of days that have passed over us,
the greatest in attracting Thy pardon,
and the most effacing toward sins,
and forgive us our sins, both the concealed and the public!
O God,
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O God,
bless Muhammad and his Household,
redress our being afflicted by our month,192
bless us in this day of our festival and our fastbreaking,
make it one of the best of days that have passed over us,
the greatest in attracting Thy pardon,
and the most effacing toward sins,
and forgive us our sins, both the concealed and the public!
O God,
with the passing of this month
make us pass forth from our offenses,
with its departure
make us depart from our evil deeds,
and appoint us thereby among its most felicitous people,
the most plentiful of them in portion,
and the fullest of them in share!
O God,
when any person observes this month as it should be observed,
safeguards its inviolability as it should be safeguarded,
attends to its bounds as they should be attended to,
fears its misdeeds as they should be feared,
or seeks nearness to Thee with any act of nearnessseeking
which
makes incumbent upon him Thy good pleasure
and bends toward him Thy mercy,
give to us the like [of that]193 from Thy wealth
and bestow it upon us in multiples through Thy bounty,
for Thy bounty does not diminish,
Thy treasuries do not decrease but overflow,
the mines of Thy beneficence are not exhausted,
and Thy bestowal is the bestowal full of delight!
O God,
bless Muhammad and his Household
and write for us the like of the wages
of him who fasted in it
or worshipped Thee within it
until the Day of Resurrection!
O God,
we repent to Thee in our day of fastbreaking,
which Thou hast appointed
for the faithful
a festival and a joy
and for the people of Thy creed
a time of assembly and gathering,
from every misdeed we did,
ill work we sent ahead,
or evil thought we secretly conceived,
the repentance of one who does not harbour a return to sin
and who afterwards will not go back to offense,
an unswerving repentance rid of doubt and wavering.
So accept it from us,
be pleased with us,
and fix us within it!
O God,
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O God,
we repent to Thee in our day of fastbreaking,
which Thou hast appointed
for the faithful
a festival and a joy
and for the people of Thy creed
a time of assembly and gathering,
from every misdeed we did,
ill work we sent ahead,
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be pleased with us,
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O God,
provide us with fear of the threatened punishment
and yearning for the promised reward,
so that we may find
the pleasure of that for which we supplicate Thee
and the sorrow of that from which we seek sanctuary in Thee!
And place us with Thee among the repenters,
those upon whom Thou hast made Thy love obligatory
and from whom Thou hast accepted
the return to obeying Thee!194
O Most Just of the just!
O God,
show forbearance toward our fathers and our mothers
and all the people of our religion,
those who have gone and those who will pass by,
until the Day of Resurrection!
O God,
bless our prophet Muhammad and his Household,
as Thou hast blessed Thy angels brought nigh,
bless him and his Household,
as Thou hast blessed Thy prophets sent out,
bless him and his Household,
as Thou hast blessed Thy righteous servants
 and better than that, O Lord of the worlds! 
a blessing whose benediction will reach us,
whose benefit will attain to us,
and through which our supplication may be granted!
Thou art the most generous of those who are beseeched,
the most sufficient of those in whom confidence is had,
the most bestowing of those from whom bounty is asked,
and Thou art powerful over everything!

Transliteration
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Transliteration
WA KAANA MIN DUA'AAIHEE A'LAYHISSALAAMU FEE WIDAAI' SHAHRI RAMAZ''AAN
ALLAAHUMMA
YAA MALLAA YARGHABU FILJAZAAAI
WA YAA MALLAA YANDAMU A'LAALA'T'AAAI
WA YAA MALLAA YUKAAFIU A'BDAHOO A'LAASSAWAAAI
MINNATUKA ABTIDAAA
WA A'FWUKA TAFAZ''Z''UL
WA U'QOOBATUKA A'DL
WA QAZ''AAAWUKA KHEEARAH
IN AA'T'AYTA LAM TASHUB A'T'AAAAKA BIMAN
WA IMMANA'TA LAM YAKUMMANU'KA TAA'DDEEAA
TASHKURU MAN SHKARAKA WA ANTA ALHAMTAHOO SHUKRAK
WA TUKAAFIU MAN H'AMIDAKA WA ANTA A'LLAMTAHOO H'AMDAK
WA TASTURU A'LAA MALLAW SHITA FAZ''AH'TAH
WA TAJOODU A'LAA MALLAW SHITA MANAA'TAH
WA KILAAHUMAAA AHLUMMINKA LILFAZ''EEH'ATI WALMANI' GHAYRA ANNAK
BANAYTA AFAA'ALAKA A'LAATTAFAZ''Z''UL
WA AJRAYTA QUDRATAKA A'LAATTAJAAWZ
WA TALAQQAYTA MAN A'S'AAKA BILH'ILM
WA AMHALTA MAN QAS'ADA LINAFSIHEE BIZ'Z'ULM
TASTANZ'IRUHUM BI NAATIKA ILAALINAABAH
WTATRUKU MUA'AJALATAHUM ILAATTAWBAH
LIKAYLAA YAHLIKA A'LAYKA HAALIKUHUM
WA LAA YASHQAA BINIA'MATIKA SHAQEEYUHUM
ILLAA A'N T'OOLILIA'D'AARI ILAYH
WA BAA'DA TARAADUFILH'UJJATI A'LAYH
KARAMAMMIN A'FWIKA YAA KAREEM
WA A'AAIDATAMMIN A'T'FIKA YAA H'ALEEM
ANTALLAD'EE FATAH'TA LII'BAADIKA BAABAN ILAA A'FWIKA WASAMMAYTAHUTTAWBAH
WA JAA'LTA A'LAA D'ALIKALBAABI DALEELAMMIWWAH'YIKA LIALLAA YAZ''ILLOO A'NHOO FAQULTA
TABAARAKA ASMUKA:
(TOOBOO ILAALLAAHEE TAWBATANNAS'OOH'ANA
A'SAA RABBUKUM AYYUKAFFIRA A'NKUM SAYYIAATIKUM WAYUDKHILAKUM JANNAATIN TAJREE MIN TAH'
TIHAALANHAARU
YAWMA LAA YUKHZEELLAAHUNNABEEYA WALLAD'EENA AAAMANOO MAA'HOO
NOORUHUM YASA'A BAYNA AYDEEHIM WABIAYMAANIHIM YAQOOLOONA RABBANAAA ATMIM LANAA
NOORANAA WAGHFIR LANAAA
INNAKA A'LAA KULLI SHAYIN QADEERUN)
FAMAA U'D'RU MAN AGHFALA DUKHOOLA D'ALIKALMANZILI BAA'DA FATH'ILBAABI WA IQAAMATIDDALEELI?
WA ANTALLAD'EE ZITTA FISSAWMI A'LAA NAFSIKA LII'BAADIKA TUREED
RIBH'AHUM FEE MUTAAJARATIHM LAK
WA FAWZAHUM BILWIFAADATI A'LAYKA WAZZEEAADATI MINK
FAQULTA TABAARAKA ASMUKA WA TAA'ALAYTA:
(MAN JAAAA BILH'ASANATI FALAHOO A'SHRU AMTHAALIHAA
WAMAN JAAAA BISSAYYIATI FALAA YUJZAAA ILLAA MITHLAHAA) WA QULT:
(MATHALULLAD'EENA YUNFIQOONA AMWAALAHUM FEE SABEELILLAAHEE KAMATHALI H'ABBATIN AMBATAT
SABA' SANAABILA FEE KULLI SUMBULATIMMIAATU H'ABBATIWWALLAAHOO YUZ''AAI'FU LIMAYYASHAAA
U)
WAQULTA: (MAN D'AALLAD'EE YUQRIZ''ULLAAHA QARZ''ANA H'ASANANA FAYUZ''AAI'FAHOO LAHOOO AZ''
A'AFANA KATHEERATAH)
WA MAAA ANZALTA MIN NAZ'AAAIRIHINNA FILQURAAANI MIN TAZ''AAE'EFILH'ASANAAT
WA ANTALLAD'EE DALALTAHUM BIQAWLIKA MIN GHAYBIKA WA TARGHEEBIKALLAD'EE FEEHEE H'AZ'
Z'UHUM A'LAA MAA LAW SATARTAHOO A'NHUM
LAM TUDRIKHOOO ABS'AARUHUM
WA LAM TAI'HEEE ASMAAU'HUM
WA LAM TALH'AQHOOO AWHAAMUHUM
FAQULTA:
(UD'KUROONEEE AD'KURKUM
WA ASHKUROO LEE WA LAA TAKFUROON) WAQULTA:
(LAIN SHAKARTUM LAAZEEDANNAKUM
WALAIN KAFARTUM INNA A'D'AABEE LASHADEED) WA QULTA:
(UDU'WNEEE ASTAJIB LAKUM INNALLAD'EENA YASTAKBIROONA A'N I'BAADATEE SAYADKHULOONA JAHAN
NAMA DAAKHIREEN)
FASAMMAYTA DUA'AAAKA I'BAADAH
WA TARKAHOO ASTIKBAARAA
WA TAWAA'A'TTA A'LAA TARKIHEE DUKHOOLA JAHANNAMA DAAKHIREEN
FAD'AKAROOKA BIMANNIK
WA SHAKAROOKA BIFAZ''LIK
WA DAA'WKA BI MRIK
WA TAS'ADDAQOO LAKA T'ALABALLIMAZEEDIK
WA FEEHAA KAANAT
NAJAATUHUM MIN GHAZ''ABIK
WA FAWZUHUM BIRIZ''AAK
WA LAW DALLA MAKHLOOQUMMAKHLOOQAMMINNAFSIHEE A'LAA MITHLILLAD'EE DALALTA A'LAYHEE
I'BAADAKA MINKA KAANA
MAWS'OOFAMBILIH'SAAN
WA MANU'WTAMBIIAMTINAAN
WA MAH'MOODAMBIKULLI LISAAN
FALAKALH'AMDU
MAA WUJIDA FEE H'AMDIKA MAD'HAB
WA MAA BAQEE LILH'AMDI LAFZ'UN TUH'MADU BIHEE WA MAA'NANA YANS'ARIFU ILAYH
YAA MAN TAH'AMMADA ILAA I'BAADIHEE BILIH'SAANI WALFAZ''LI
WA GHAMARAHUM BILMANNI WAT'T'AWL
MAAA AFSHAA FEENAA NIA'MATAKA?
WA ASBAGHA A'LAYNAA MINNATAKA?
WA AKHAS'S'ANAA BIBIRRIKA?
HADAYTANAA
LIDEENIKALLAD'EE AS'T'AFAYT
WA MILLATIKALLATEE ARTAZ''AYT
WA SABEELIKALLAD'EE SAHHALT
WA BAS'S'ARTANAAZZULFATA LADAYKA WALWUS'OOLA ILAA KARAAMATIK
ALLAAHUMMA WA ANTA JAA'LTA MIN
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WA SABEELIKALLAD'EE SAHHALT
WA BAS'S'ARTANAAZZULFATA LADAYKA WALWUS'OOLA ILAA KARAAMATIK
ALLAAHUMMA WA ANTA JAA'LTA MIN
S'AFAAYAA TILKALWAZ'AAAIFI
WA KHAS'AAAIS'I TILKALFUROOZ''I
SHAHRA RAMAZ''AANALLAD'EE
AKHTAS'AS'TAHOO MIN SAAAIRISHSHUHOOR
WA TAKHAYYARTAHOO MIN JAMEEI'LAZMINATI WADDUHOOR
WA AAATHARTAHOO A'LAA KULLI AWQAATISSANATI BIMAA
ANZALTA FEEHEE MINALQURAAANI WANNOOR
WA Z''AAA'FTA FEEHEE MINALEEMAAN
WA FARAZ''TA FEEHEE MINAS'S'EEAAM
WA RAGHGHABTA FEEHEE MINALQEEAAM
WA AJLALTA FEEHEE MILLAYLATILQADRILLATEE HEEA KHAYRUMMIN ALFI SHAHR
THUMMA AAATHARTANAA BIHEE A'LAA SAAAIRILUMAM
WAS'T'AFAYTANAA BIFAZ''LIHEE DOONA AHLILMILAL
FAS'UMNAA BI MRIKA NAHAARAH
WA QUMNAA BI 'WNIKA LAYLAH
MUTAA'RRIZ''EENA BIS'EEAAMIHEE WAQEEAAMIHEE LIMAA A'RRAZ''TANAA LAHOO MIRRAH'MATIK
WA TASABBABNAAA ILAYHEE MIMMATHOOBATIKA
WA ANTALMALEEU BIMAA RUGHIBA FEEHEEE ILAYK
ALJAWAADU BIMAA SUILTA MIN FAZ''LIK
ALQAREEBU ILAA MAN H'AAWALA QURBAK
WA QAD AQAAMA FEENAA HAD'AASHSHAHRU MAQAAMA H'AMD
WA S'AH'IBANAA S'UH'BATA MABROOR
WA ARBAH'ANAAA AFZ''ALA ARBAAH'ILA'ALAMEEN
THUMMA QAD FAARAQANAA I'NDA TAMAAMI WAQTIHEE WANQIT'AAI' MUDDATIHEE WA WAFAAAI A'DADIH
FANAH'NU MUWADDIU'WHOO WADAAA' MAN
A'ZZA FIRAAQUHOO A'LAYNAA
WA GHAMMANAA WA AWH'ASHANAA ANS'IRAAFHOO A'NNAA
WA LAZIMANAA LAH
AD'D'IMAAMULMAH'FOOZ'
WALH'URMATULMARE'EYAH
WALH'AQQULMAQZ''EE
FANAH'NU QAAAILOONA:
ASSALAAMU A'LEEKA
YAA SHAHRALLAAHILAKBAR
WA YAA E'EDA AWLEEAAAIH
ASSALAAMU A'LAYK
YAAA AKRAMA MAS'H'OOBIMMINALAWQAAT
WA YAA KHAYRA SHAHRIN FILAYYAAMI WASSAAA'AT
ASSALAAMU A'LAYKA MIN SHAHRIN
QARUBAT FEEHILAAAMAAL
WA NUSHIRAT FEEHILAA'MAAL
ASSALAAMU A'LAYKA MIN QAREEN
JALLA QADRUHOO MAWJOODAA
WA AFJAA' FAQDUHOO MAFQOODAA
WA MARJOOWIN AAALAMA FIRAAQUH
ASSALAAMU A'LAYKA MIN ALEEF
AAANASA MUQBILANA FASAR
WA AWH'ASHA MUNQAZ''EEAA FAMAZ''
ASSALAAMU A'LAYKA MIMMUJAAWIRIN
RAQQAT FEEHILQULOOB
WA QALLAT FEEHID'D'UNOOB
ASSALAAMU A'LAYKA MIN
NAAS'IRIN AA'ANA A'LAASHSHAYT'AAN
WA S'AAH'IBIN SAHHALA SUBULALIH'SAAN
ASSALAAMU A'LAYK
MAAA AKTHARA U'TAQAAAALLAAHEE FEEK
WA MAAA ASA'DA MARRAA'A H'URMATAKA BIK
ASSALAAMU A'LAYKA MAA KAANA
AMH'AAKA LILD'D'UNOOB
WA ASTARAKA LIANWAAI'LU'YOOB
ASSALAAMU A'LAYKA MAA KAANA
AT'WALAKA A'LAALMUJRIMEEN
WA AHYABAKA FEE S'UDOORILMOOMINEEN
ASSALAAMU A'LAYKA MIN SHAHRILLAA TUNAAFISUHULAYYAAM
ASSALAAMU A'LAYKA MIN SHAHRIN HUWA MIN KULLI AMRIN SALAAM
ASSALAAMU A'LAYKA
GHAYRA KAREEHILMUS'AAH'ABATI
WA LAA D'AMEEMILMULAABASAH
ASSALAAMU A'LAYKA KAMAA
WAFATTA A'LAYNAA BILBARAKAAT
WA GHASALTA A'NNAA DANASALKHAT'EEAAT
ASSALAAMU A'LAYKA
GHAYRA MUWADDAI'MBARAMAA
WA LAA MATROOKIN S'EEAAMUHOO SAAMAA
ASSALAAMU A'LAYKA MIN
MAT'LOOBIN QABLA WAQTIH
WA MAH'ZOONIN A'LAYHEE QABLA FAWTIH
ASSALAAMU A'LAYK
KAM MIN SOOOIN S'URIFA BIKA A'NNAA
WA KAM MIN KHAYRIN UFEEZ''A BIKA A'LAYNAA
ASSALAAMU A'LAYKA WAA'LAA LAYLATILQADRILLATEE HEEA KHAYRUMMIN ALFI SHAHR
ASSALAAMU A'LAYKA MAA KAANA
AH'RAS'ANAA BILAMSI A'LAYK
WA ASHADDA SHAWQANAA GHADAN ILAYK
ASSALAAMU A'LAYKA
WAA'LAA FAZ''LIKALLAD'EE H'URIMNAAH
WA A'LAA MAAZ''IMMIMBARAKAATIKA SULIBNAAH

KAM MIN SOOOIN S'URIFA BIKA A'NNAA
WA KAM MIN KHAYRIN UFEEZ''A BIKA A'LAYNAA
ASSALAAMU A'LAYKA WAA'LAA LAYLATILQADRILLATEE HEEA KHAYRUMMIN ALFI SHAHR
ASSALAAMU A'LAYKA MAA KAANA
AH'RAS'ANAA BILAMSI A'LAYK
WA ASHADDA SHAWQANAA GHADAN ILAYK
ASSALAAMU A'LAYKA
WAA'LAA FAZ''LIKALLAD'EE H'URIMNAAH
WA A'LAA MAAZ''IMMIMBARAKAATIKA SULIBNAAH
ALLAAHUMMA
INNAAA AHLU HAD'AASHSHAHRILLAD'EE SHARRAFTANAA BIHEE WA WAFFAQTANAA BIMANNIKA LAHOO
H'EENA JAHILALASHQEEAAAU WAQTAH
WA H'URIMOO LISHAQAAAIHIM FAZ''LAH
WA ANTA WALEEYU MAAA AAATHARTANAA BIHEE MIMMAA'RIFATIHEE WA HADAYTANAA LAHOO MIN SUN
NATIH
WA QAD TTAWALLAYNAA BITAWFEEQIKA S'EEAAMAHOO WAQEEAAMAHOO A'LAA TAQS'EER
WA ADDAYNAA FEEHEE QALEELAMMIN KATHEER
ALLAAHUMMA FALAKALH'AMDU
IQRAARAMBILISAAAAH
WAA'TIRAAFAMBILIZ''AAA'H
WA LAKA MIN QULOOBINAA A'QDUNNADAM
WA MIN ALSINATINAA S'IDQULIA'TID'AAR
FAAJURNAA A'LAA MAAA SS'AABANAA FEEHEE MINATTAFREET'I AJRAA
NASTADRIKU BIHILFAZ''LALMARGHOOBA FEEH
WA NAA'TAAZ''U BIHEE MIN ANWAAI'D'D'UKHRILMAH'ROOS'I A'LAYH
WA AWJIB LANAA U'D'RAKA A'LAA MAA QAS'S'ARNAA FEEHEE MIN H'AQQIK
WA ABLUGH BI A'MAARINAA MAA BAYNA AYDEENAA MIN SHAHRI RAMAZ''AANALMUQBIL
FAAD'AA BALLAGHTANAAH
FAAI'NNAA A'LAA TANAAWULI MAAA ANTA AHLUHOO MINALI'BAADAH
WA ADDINAAA ILAALQEEAAMI BIMAA YASTAH'IQQUHOO MINAT'T'AAA'H
WA AJRI LANAA MIN S'AALIH'ILA'MALI MAA YAKWNU DARAKALLIH'AQQIKA FEESHSHAHRAYNI MIN
SHUHOORIDDAHR
ALLAAHUMMA
WA MAAA ALMAMNAA BIHEE FEE SHAHRINAA HAD'AA MILLAMAMIN AW ITHM
AW WAAQAA'NAA FEEHEE MIN D'AMBIN
WAKTASABNAA FEEHEE MIN KHAT'EEAH
A'LAA TAA'MMUDIMMINNAAA AW A'LAA NISYAAN
Z'ALAMNAA FEEHEEE ANFUSANAA
AWI ANTAHAKNAA BIHEE H'URMATAMMIN GHAYRINAA
FAS'ALLI A'LAA MUH'AMMADIWWA AAALIH
WASTURNAA BISITRIK
WAA'FU A'NNAA BI 'FWIK
WA LAA TANS'IBNAA FEEHEE LIAA'YUNISHSHAAMITEEN
WA LAA TABSUT' A'LAYNAA FEEHEEE ALSUNAT'T'AAI'NEEN
WASTAA'MILNAA BIMAA YAKOONU H'IT'T'ATAWWAKAFFAARATALLIMAAA ANKARTA MINNAA FEEH
BIRAAFATIKALLATEE LAA TANFAD
WA FAZ''LIKALLAD'EE LAA YANQUS'
ALLAAHUMMA S'ALLI A'LAA MUH'AMMADIWWA AAALIH
WAJBUR MUS'EEBATANAA BISHAHRINAA
WA BAARIK LANAA FEE YAWMI E'EDINAA WAFIT'RINAA
WAJA'LHOO MIN KHAYRI YAWMIMMARRA A'LAYNAAA
AJLABIHEE LIA'FWIWWA AMH'AAHOO LID'AMB
WAGHFIR LANAA MAA KHAFEEA MIN D'UNOOBINAA WA MAA A'LAN
ALLAAHUMMA
ASLAKHNAA BINSILAAKHI HAD'AASHSHAHRI MIN KHAT'AAYAANAA
WA AKHRIJNAA BIKHUROOJIHEE MIN SAYYIAATINAA
WAJA'LNAA MIN
ASA'DI AHLIHEE BIH
WA AJZALIHIM QISMAN FEEH
WA AWFARIHIM H'AZ'Z'AMMINH
ALLAAHUMMA WAMAN
RAA'A H'AQQA HAD'AASHSHAHRI H'AQQA RIA'AYATIH
WA H'AFIZ'A H'URMATAHOO H'AQQA H'IFZ'IHAA
WA QAAMA BIH'UDOODIHEE H'AQQA QEEAAMIHAA
WA ATTAQAA D'UNOOBAHOO H'AQQA TUQAATIHAA
AW TAQARRABA ILAYKA BIQURBATIN AWJABAT RIZ''AAKA LAH WA A'T'AFAT RAH'MATAKA A'LAYH
FAHAB LANAA MITHLAHOO MIWWUJDIK
WA AA'T'INAAA AZ''A'AFAHOO MIN FAZ''LIK
FA INNA FAZ''LAKA LAA YAGHEEZ''
WA INNA KHAZAAAINAKA LAA TANQUS'U BAL TAFEEZ''
WA INNA MAA'ADINA IH'SAANIKA LAA TAFNAA
WA INNA A'T'AAAAKA LALA'T'AAAULMUHANNAA
ALLAAHUMMA S'ALLI A'LAA MUH'AMMADIWWA AAALIH
WAKTUB LANAA MITHLA UJOORI MAN S'AAMAHOOO AW TAA'BBADA LAKA FEEHEEE ILAA YAWMILQEEAAMAH
ALLAAHUMMA INNAA NATOOBU ILAYKA FEE YAWMI FIT'RINAALLAD'EE JAA'LTAHOO
LILMOOMINEENA E'EDAWWASUROORAA
WA LIAHLI MILLATIKA MAJMAA'WWAMUH'TASHADAA
MIN KULLI D'AMBIN AD'NABNAAH
AW SOOOIN ASLAFNAAH
AW KHAAT'IRI SHARRIN AZ''MARNAAH
TAWBATA MALLAA YANT'AWEE A'LAA RUJOOI'N ILAA D'AMB
WA LAA YAU'WDU BAA'DAHAA FEE KHAT'EEAH
TAWBATANNAS'OOH'ANA KHALAS'AT MINASHSHAKKI WALIRTEEAAB
FATAQABBALHAA MINNAA WARZ''A A'NNAA WA THABBITNAA A'LAYHAA
ALLAAHUMMA ARZUQNAA
KHAWFA I'QAABILWAE'ED
WA SHAWQA THAWAABILMAWU'WD
H'ATTAA NAJID
LAD'D'ATA MAA NADU'WKA BIH
WA KAABATA MAA NASTAJEERUKA MINH
WAJA'LNAA I'NDAKA MINATTAWWAABEENALLAD'EENA
AWJABTA LAHUM MAH'ABBATAK
WA QABILTA MINHUM MURAAJAA'TA T'AAA'TIK
YAAA AA'DALALA'ADILEEN
ALLAAHUMMA TAJAAWAZ A'N AAABAAAINAA WA UMMAHAATINAA
WA AHLI DEENINAA JAMEEA'MMAN SALAFA MINHUM WAMAN GHABARA ILAA YAWMILQEEAAMAH

H'ATTAA NAJID
LAD'D'ATA MAA NADU'WKA BIH
WA KAABATA MAA NASTAJEERUKA MINH
WAJA'LNAA I'NDAKA MINATTAWWAABEENALLAD'EENA
AWJABTA LAHUM MAH'ABBATAK
WA QABILTA MINHUM MURAAJAA'TA T'AAA'TIK
YAAA AA'DALALA'ADILEEN
ALLAAHUMMA TAJAAWAZ A'N AAABAAAINAA WA UMMAHAATINAA
WA AHLI DEENINAA JAMEEA'MMAN SALAFA MINHUM WAMAN GHABARA ILAA YAWMILQEEAAMAH
ALLAAHUMMA S'ALLI A'LAA MUH'AMMADINNABEEYINAA WA AAALIHEE KAMAA S'ALLAYTA A'LAA MALAAA
IKATIKALMUQARRABEEN
WA S'ALLI A'LAYHEE WA AAALIHEE KAMAA S'ALLAYTA A'LAAA AMBEEAAAIKALMURSALEEN
WA S'ALLI A'LAYHEE WA AAALIHEE KAMAA S'ALLAYTA A'LAA I'BAADIKAS'S'AALIH'EEN
WA AFZ''AL MIN D'ALIKA YAA RABBALA'ALAMEENA S'ALAATAN
TABLUGHUNAA BARAKATUHAA
WA YANAALUNAA NAFU'HAA
WA YUSTAJAABU LAHAA DUA'AAWUNAA
INNAKA AKRAMU MARRUGHIBA ILAYH
WA AKFAA MAN TOOKKILA A'LAYH
WA AA'T'AA MAN SUILA MIN FAZ''LIH
WA ANTA A'LAA KULLI SHAYIN QADEER
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